Seems that the UI has changed for the system role frame. We need to adjust the needles to the new design. In this particular test the needle tries to match the textmode option.

openQA test in scenario sle-15-SP2-Online-x86_64-addon-module-ftp@64bit fails in system_role

Test suite description

Test verifies that adding addon using ftp works fine. We just perform installation here. Using HA here, related ticket: https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/25896

Maintainer: riafarov.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 93.1

Expected result

Last good: 92.1 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:

Related to openQA Tests - action #60041: [functional][u] test fails in system_role - Adaptions needed for Full (no network, no registration) and Online installer added
#5 - 2019-12-09 10:14 - riafarov
- Target version changed from Milestone 29 to Milestone 30+

#6 - 2020-01-03 11:03 - mgriessmeier
- Target version changed from Milestone 30+ to Milestone 30
- bulk moved to M30 for revisiting

#7 - 2020-01-22 08:53 - riafarov
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved